
20Gbps Super Speeds
Transcend's ESD360C portable SSD is equipped with
incredible 20Gbps transfer speeds, as well as an SLC
Cache, which enhances read/write speeds up to 2000
MB/s. Whether it's documents or media files,
everything can be transferred in no time at all. The
ESD360C is also backward compatible with USB 2.0 &
3.0, allowing for greater accessibility and ease of use.
Note: Speed may vary due to host hardware, software, usage, and

storage capacity.

Take the World with You, in Your
Pocket
Pack light! The credit-card-sized ESD360C fits
perfectly in your wallet or purse, barely taking up any
space in your travel bag. Meeting MIL-STD-810G US
military drop-test standards, the ESD360C can endure
a 3-meter drop.* The anti-scratch and anti-shock case
means the ESD360C will not only look and stay pristine
after all your adventures, but you'll also be traveling in
style.
*Drop test is performed in non-operating state. This does not

guarantee the invulnerability of this product under any circumstances.

Please do not drop or strike the product arbitrarily.

More Space For Better Peace of
Mind
Transcend's ESD360C provides up to 4TB of storage
capacity, ensuring you have plenty of space to store all
your important files and backups.

Portable SSDs

ESD360C Portable SSD
Transcend's ESD360C portable SSD boasts a blazing-fast USB 20Gbps transfer rate and impressive storage

capacity. Its credit-card size means you can easily put it in your pocket or wallet. The ESD360C has numerous useful
features such as advanced data security capabilities and one-touch auto-backup function, allowing you to safely store

client data, meeting records, business contracts, or even your valuable media files. It's time to upgrade your mobile
data base!



Portable SSDs
ESD360C Portable SSD

Features
3D NAND flash
Suitable for desktop, laptop computers, OTG
mobile devices and gaming consoles
Convenient one-touch auto-backup for instant
data backup

Transcend Elite

Transcend Elite is a data management
software for external hard drives, USB flash
drives and portable SSD products.

Transcend Elite App

Transcend Elite App is designed to work
with Transcend's JetFlash USB OTG flash
drives, OTG card readers, and portable
SSDs.

Specifications

Appearance

Dimensions 77 mm x 55.7 mm x 9.6 mm (3.03" x 2.19" x 0.38")

Weight 35 g (1.23 oz)

Color Gray

Interface

USB Type USB Type C to USB Type A / USB Type C to USB Type C

Connection Interface USB 20Gbps

Storage

Flash Type 3D NAND flash

Capacity 1 TB / 2 TB / 4 TB

Operating Environment

Operating Temperature 0°C (32°F) ~ 60°C (140°F)

Operating Voltage 5V

Performance

Read Speed (Max.) Up to 2,000 MB/s

Write Speed (Max.) Up to 2,000 MB/s

Warranty

Certificate CE / UKCA / FCC / BSMI / KC / EAC / RCM

Warranty Five-year Limited Warranty

Ordering Information

1TB TS1TESD360C

2TB TS2TESD360C

4TB TS4TESD360C

Product specifications are subject to change without notice. Pictures shown may differ from actual products. Total accessible capacity varies depending on operating environment.


